The New Force In Stake Pulling!

Pulls Tent Stakes Straight Out!

- Fast and easy extraction
- Lightweight (21 lbs)
- Powerful all steel construction
- Prevents damage to asphalt
- Positive grip prevents back, shoulder strain, whiplash from slipping pullers
- Pulls 3/4” to 1-1/4” diameter stakes or rebar
- Works with stake bars and flat base plates (optional adapter required)

Increase efficiency and reduce costs with JackJaw® Stake Extractors!

“Our guys fight over who gets to use the JackJaw® stake puller. We plan to replace all of our old stake pullers with JackJaws.”

Bart Nye, President
Prime Time Party Rental, Dayton, Ohio

Eliminate dangerous, costly operations and bent, unusable stakes
“The best stake puller that we have ever used. It’s half the weight and three times faster than our old stake puller.”

Randy Young, Owner
Madison Tent Rental, Madison, Ohio

JackJaw® Tent Stake Extractors are the new force in stake pulling. The powerful, patent pending jaw and lever mechanism allows you to pull tent stakes straight out of the ground or asphalt without bending the stakes. The sturdy lever arm gives you a 16 to 1 mechanical advantage. A 100lb down force on the handle generates a 1600lb upward force and a 3200lb gripping force on the stake. Tilted stakes? No problem! Just lean the JackJaw® to align with the stake. With the optional stake bar adapter, the JackJaw® easily pulls stakes from stake bars or flat base plates.

To purchase a JackJaw® Stake Extractor call 937.429.9089, fax 937.427.4653 or visit our website at www.jackjaw.com. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back!

Contact Bob Anderson directly with any questions at 937.609.8937 or bob@jackjaw.com.
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